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Recall from last lectures … 



Activation fields
over continuous 

spaces

homologous to sensory surfaces, e.g., visual or 
auditory space (retinal, allocentric, ...)

homologous to motor surfaces, e.g., saccadic 
end-points or direction of movement of the end-
effector in outer space

feature spaces, e.g., localized visual orientations, 
color, impedance, ...

abstract spaces, e.g., ordinal space, along which 
serial order is represented 

e.g., space, movement 
parameters, feature 
dimensions, viewing 

parameters, ...

dimension

activation
field

metric contents

information, probability, certainty



Example motion perception: 
space of possible percepts 
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Example: movement planning: 
space of possible actions
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(30–45 msec) and a late (45–80 msec) epoch. For the early
period, we compared the population representation of composite
stimuli to the superpositions. Because we expect to find excitatory
interaction, this is a conservative comparison, because saturation
effects would tend to limit the responses. The solid line in Figure
10 shows the difference between the activation in response to the
composite stimuli and the activation in the superimposed re-
sponses expressed in percent of the latter. In this early response
epoch, there was more activation in the measured than in the
superimposed responses at all distances except the largest (2.4°).
This excess activation, which reached a maximum of 58% at a
stimulus distance of 1.6°, is evidence of distance-dependent exci-
tatory interaction during the build-up phase of the DPAs of
composite stimuli.

That the activation with composite stimuli exceeded even that
of the superpositions demonstrates that response saturation is not
the cause of the apparent inhibitory interactions observed in the

time-averaged analysis. Accordingly, the time-averaged inhibi-
tory effect (compare Figs. 6, 7) originates from the late response
epoch of 45–80 msec after stimulus onset. For this epoch, the
dashed line in Figure 10 shows the relative difference of responses
to composite as compared to elementary stimuli. At all stimulus
separations, the difference is negative, indicating inhibition below
the activation level for a single stimulus. This inhibition is slightly
stronger for larger stimulus separations, providing further evi-
dence for distance-dependent late inhibitory interaction. More-
over, it confirms that response saturation is not an explanation for
this inhibitory effect.

Spatial interaction: repulsion effect
The neural field model predicts (see next section) that inhibitory
interactions are dominant at larger distances, resulting in a re-
pulsion effect for the apparent position of two stimulus compo-
nents. We tested this prediction using the OLE-derived distribu-

0.4˚

Figure 6. The measured two-dimensional DPAs (top) of composite stimuli (from lef t to right, 0.4–2.4° separation) were compared to the superpositions
of the representations of their component elementary stimuli (bottom). The DPAs were based on spike activity of 178 cells averaged over the time interval
from 30 to 80 msec after stimulus onset. Same conventions as in Figure 2B, the color scale was normalized to peak activation separately for each column.
For small stimulus separation, note the remarkably reduced level of activation for the measured as compared to the superimposed responses. The bimodal
distribution recorded for the largest stimulus separation comes close to match the superposition. However, inhibitory interaction can still be observed.
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Figure 7. The OLE-derived DPAs for the composite stimuli as depicted in Figure 6. Solid lines mark the measured activations, and dashed lines show
the calculated superpositions (vertical lines mark stimulus positions). Peak activation was uniformly normalized. As demonstrated for the interpolated
two-dimensional DPAs, the level of measured activation was systematically reduced for smaller stimulus separations but approached linear superposition
for larger separations. The transition from monomodal to bimodal distributions was found between 1.2 and 1.6° separation. A slight asymmetry of the
amplitudes between the representations of the left and the right stimulus component was found for the measured as compared to the superimposed
distributions for stimulus separations of 1.2 and 1.6°.

9022 J. Neurosci., October 15, 1999, 19(20):9016–9028 Jancke et al. • Population Dynamics within Parametric Spaceresponse to composite 
stimuli

increasing distance between the two squares of light

superposition of responses to each 
elemental stimulus

Distribution of Population Activation (DPA)



Distribution of Population Activation (DPA)
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[after Bastian, Riehle, Schöner, submitted]



Neural dynamics of 
activation fields is 
structured so that 
localized peaks are 

attractors
movement 

parameter

time

activation

preshaped
field

specific input
arrives

dimension, x

local excitation: stabilizes
peaks against decay

global inhibition: stabilizes 
peaks against diffusion

input

activation field u(x)

S(u)

u



mathematical formalization
Amari equation

⌧ u̇(x, t) = �u(x, t) + h + S(x, t) +
Z

w(x� x0)�(u(x0, t)) dx0

where

• time scale is ⌧

• resting level is h < 0

• input is S(x, t)

• interaction kernel is

w(x� x0) = wi + we exp

"

�(x� x0)2

2�2
i

#

• sigmoidal nonlinearity is

�(u) =
1

1 + exp[��(u� u0)]

1



=> simulations



Solutions and instabilities

input driven solution (sub-threshold) vs. self-
stabilized solution (peak, supra-threshold)

detection instability

reverse detection instability

selection

selection instability 

memory instability 

detection instability from boost



Detection 
instability
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the detection instability helps 
stabilize decisions

threshold piercing detection instability
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the detection instability helps 
stabilize decisions

self-stabilized peaks are macroscopic neuronal 
states, capable of impacting on down-stream 
neuronal systems

(unlike the microscopic neuronal activation that 
just exceeds a threshold)



emergence of time-discrete events

the detection instability also explains how a 
time-continuous neuronal dynamics may create 
macroscopic, time-discrete events



behavioral signatures of  
detection decisions

detection in psychophysical paradigms is rife with 
hysteresis

but: minimize response bias



Detection instability

in the detection 
of Generalized 
Apparent Motion

Generalized Apparent Motion

(Johansson, 1950)
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Detection instability

varying 
BRLC



Detection instability

hysteresis of motion detection as BRLC is varied

(while response bias is minimized)

184 H. S. Hock, G. Schöner / Seeing and Perceiving 23 (2010) 173–195

Figure 5. Hysteresis effect observed by gradually increasing or gradually decreasing the background
relative luminance contrast (BRLC) for a participant in Hock et al.’s (1997) third experiment. The
proportion of trials with switches from the perception of motion to the perception of nonmotion, and
vice versa, are graphed as a function of the BRLC value at which each ascending or descending
sequence of BRLC values ends. (Note the inversion of the axis on the right.)

which there were switches during trials with a particular end-point BRLC value
was different, depending on whether that aspect ratio was preceded by an ascend-
ing (vertical axis on the left side of the graph) or a descending sequence of BRLC
values (the inverted vertical axis on the right side of the graph). For example, when
the end-point BRLC value was 0.5, motion continued to be perceived without a
switch to non-motion for 90% of the descending trials, and non-motion continued
to be perceived without a switch to motion for 58% of the ascending trials. Percep-
tion therefore was bistable for this BRLC value and other BRLC values near it; both
motion and non-motion could be perceived for the same stimulus, the proportion of
each depending on the direction of parameter change. It was thus confirmed that
the hysteresis effect obtained for single-element apparent motion was indicative of
perceptual hysteresis, and was not an artifact of ‘inferences from trial duration’.

7. Near-Threshold Neural Dynamics

The perceptual hysteresis effect described above indicates that there are two stable
activation states possible for the motion detectors stimulated by generalized ap-
parent motion stimuli, one suprathreshold (motion is perceived) and the other sub-
threshold (motion is not perceived). Because of this stabilization of near-threshold
activation, motion and non-motion percepts both can occur for the same stimu-
lus (bistability), and both can resist random fluctuations and stimulus changes that
would result in frequent switches between them.

7.1. Why Stabilization Is Necessary

Whether an individual detector is activated by a stimulus or not, a random per-
turbation will with equal probability increase or decrease its activation. Assume it



… next 

selection decisions in DFT

free selection decisions in behavior

how decisions are normally observed in the 
lab

detections and decisions 

boost driven detections… 

evidence for time continuous decisions 


